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1. The Vision

KEWALO WILL CONNECT PEOPLE

1. CONNECT PEOPLE TO THE OCEAN
2. CONNECT PEOPLE TO THE PLACE
3. CONNECT PEOPLE TO THE CULTURE
4. CONNECT MAUKA TO MAKAI
5. CONNECT PEOPLE TO THE COMMUNITY
6. CONNECT PEOPLE TO EACH OTHER
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2. Why is this connection important?

A rich history of master sailors, navigators and watermen.
2. Why is this connection important?

A traditional connection to the ocean
2. Why is this connection important?

A tradition of sustainability
2. Why is this connection important?

This Historical significance is harder today to find.
2. Why is this connection important?

Current Issue – disconnection from the water
2. Why is this connection important?

Current Issue – area not comfortable for recreational users
2. Why is this connection important?

The current site does not welcome access or interaction.
2. Why is this connection important?

Looking Forward - A resurrection of the culture of this location through connections to the ocean
2. Why is this connection important?
Looking Forward- A resurrection of the culture in the heart of Honolulu
2. Why is this connection important?
Kewalo is the prime amenity location and recreational area for locals and visitors to enjoy.
1. The Vision

2. Why?

3. How?
2. How?

Secure, Renovate and improve the harbor facilities
2. **How?**

Assist Kupu with Green Jobs Training Center
3. How?

Educational way finding of the history of the area
2. How?
Maritime Programming in partnership with KUPU & others
KEWALO HARBOR

2. How?

Educational and historical experiences
2. How?

Farm/Garden to table - Connection to traditional lifestyle
3. How?

Ocean to table - Buy fresh – at the Kewalo Fishery
KEWALO HARBOR

3. How?
Ocean to Table - Dine fresh
3. How?

Get wet and set sail - at the Navigator’s Club
KEWALO HARBOR

3. How?
Soak in the view – and relax on the water
3. How?

Next Steps
1. Community outreach
2. Design
3. Execute lease
4. Permit
5. Construct